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way to the jungle factory of panels, each dish came
out looking stranger than the one before: a red, white
and orange meander pattern on a green background;
bold diagonal stripes, meaner than a white asparagus
placed diagonally on a plate of blue broccoli; a pink
froth speckled with orange diamonds – to remind the
customers that Buddha is great but also needs to sleep.
Meanwhile, our bus kept going on and on, and
I sat glued to the window worried that I would miss
an upcoming masterpiece of panel architecture. Did
I manage to take a picture of the one we just passed?
Would I remember to be ready on the way back, just in
case I got a second chance? How many of these panel
buildings were there, and how many would be too
many? I needed to photograph each and every one of
them, like an undersexed entomologist needing to pin
down every butterfly in a jungle. After about six hours
of hors d’oeuvres, we had finally arrived at the main
course, a buffet of treehouses right in the middle of an
elephant infested country, lined with the most delicate
of electric fences, a palate cleanser meant to also keep
you alive at night. There were no panels there, so my
jungle panel factory fantasy fell flat like an overcooked
soufflé of architectural hallucinations. Maybe this was
because the treehouses had no walls, so why would
they need panels? As I lay there at night, listening to
the sounds of the jungle, I dreamt of little monkeys
breaking into the panel factory and making off with
what had been left behind. They swung from tree to tree
with the shiny plastic under their arms, off to build their
own monkey version of a corporate panel city treehouse
development, and dupe other monkeys to move into
their newly built monkey miracle skyscraper city in
exchange for lots and lots of bananas.
As the sun came up, Bananatown glowed through
its bed of greenery as all the busy monkeys began to make
their way to offices in their brand new glistening panel
skyscrapers of every colour and pattern possible.
The ingredients for this text were collected
during the 5th Eternal Internet Brotherhood, organized
by Angelo Plessas in the jungle of Sigiryia, in Sri
Lanka, October 2016.
They were cooked together for a food magazine,
which promptly returned the dish to the kitchen. 
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Leaving Colombo, the thickness of traffic
was consistent, but soon we would be out in the open,
escaping to the jungle, or so we thought. Our suburban
exit went on for hours, leading to nothing but more
of itself. We entered what felt like an endless outskirt.
A seamlessly ground pâté of small towns, villages,
motorbikes and banana trees, all minced together into
an infinitely spreadable urban paste. The only speckle
in this perfectly homogenous mix of leftovers was the
occasional colourful little business building; a jungle
shack ‘dressed up’ in slick paneling material, patterned
to taste. One was turquoise green with orange stripes.
The next was gold mirror with black trims. Blue and
orange. White and red. Off-white, red and black. These
were the kind of crunchy bits that can really elevate
pâté into next level culinurbanary pleasure. As we
zoomed by, I kept taking pics – the traffic in tropical
suburbia is like a perfectly smooth puree; you just have
to keep eating, and it is all the same in the end, no
highlights or differentiation here.
Still, back to those speckles of taste: the Sri
Lankan panel creations. I wondered how these
buildings came about. The rest of the island seemed to
be made up of concrete compotes in various degrees
of being undercooked. Some literally paused in mid
construction, freshly poured concrete from maybe
a decade ago,unfinished buildings stuck forever in
the under construction mode, still propped up with
bamboo shoots. Others, just bamboo with no concrete.
Maybe some coconut milk to hold everything
together, finished off with coriander canopies or red
hot chili pepper trims drying out in the sun. These
panel buildings, appearing on the palette of urban
sprawl variations every 20 minutes of traffic or so, all
seemed to have come from the same place. Perhaps
somewhere deep in the jungle, a factory was making
these panels for some enormous corporate panel
city somewhere, and these were the leftovers, offal
scavenged through piles of panels too imperfect to
use, people grabbed them off of trucks to dress up
their office, to create a look that would enhance their
business. We were of course eager to buy, because
how else would we know how to connect with a place,
other than buying a piece of it?
However, I wondered about the provenance
of the Sri Lankan panel. Was this an architectural
trend? Could I piece together the entire animal, if I
knew where the pieces came from, and what they were
intended for? Could you ever ‘solve’ this pâté as if it
was a puzzle? I fantasized a Dubai type of city planned
somewhere, perhaps in an Arab emirate nearby.
They decided to make the buildings in the city colour
coordinated, and found a panel provider in nearby Sri
Lanka. As the factory turned out panel after panel, the
world economy turned sour and the city was never
served. What to do with all these panels? Production
halted, and the oven turned off for good, no more
cooking plastic for this factory. But the locals gathered
their forces to cook something from the abandoned
parts of this butchered animal. First was a guy who
carried back a pack of white panels, and decided to
blanche his new office, competing for attention on
his roadside of concrete banana split. The neighbour
realised the result and went to the factory too, but he
wanted to caramelise the competition. He picked two
colors of panels and went for a demi-glace of red and
white stripes.
From then on it was fusion cooking all the way.
As business owner after business owner made their

